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Source Codes: BM, Undulator, Wiggler

Spectra:	  hZp://radiant.harima.riken.go.jp/spectra/	  
SRW:	  hZps://github.com/ochubar/SRW	  
XOP:	  hZps://www1.aps.anl.gov/Science/Scien6fic-‐SoPware/XOP	  
Wave:	  hZp://www.helmholtz-‐berlin.de/forschung/oe/fg/nanometerop6k/methods/
soPware_en.html#c157167	  
XRT:	  hZp://pythonhosted.org//xrt/index.html	  
Shadow:	  hZps://www1.aps.anl.gov/Science/Scien6fic-‐SoPware/XOP
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http://radiant.harima.riken.go.jp/spectra/
https://github.com/ochubar/SRW
https://www1.aps.anl.gov/Science/Scientific-Software/XOP
http://www.helmholtz-berlin.de/forschung/oe/fg/nanometeroptik/methods/software_en.html#c157167
http://pythonhosted.org//xrt/index.html
https://www1.aps.anl.gov/Science/Scientific-Software/XOP


Ray Tracings: Geometrical

Shadow:	  hZps://www1.aps.anl.gov/Science/Scien6fic-‐SoPware/XOP	  
Ray:	  hZp://www.helmholtz-‐berlin.de/forschung/oe/fg/nanometerop6k/methods/
soPware_en.html#c157167	  
XRT:	  hZp://pythonhosted.org//xrt/index.html	  
McXTrace:	  hZp://www.mcxtrace.org
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Wave Propagation: Diffraction

SRW:	  hZps://github.com/ochubar/SRW	  	  
Phase:	  hZp://www.helmholtz-‐berlin.de/forschung/oe/fg/nanometerop6k/methods/
soPware_en.html#c157167	  
XRT:	  hZp://pythonhosted.org//xrt/index.html	  
Shadow	  +	  Hybrid:	  hZps://www1.aps.anl.gov/Science/Scien6fic-‐SoPware/XOP
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Birth of SHADOW 

Scientific motivation:  
Grating monochromator design, TGM, ERG, 
toridal, spherical mirrors. 
Monte Carlo ray tracing program designed to 
simulate X-ray optical systems  
Requirements 

•  Accuracy and reliability 
•  Easy to use 
•  Flexibility 
•  Economy of computer resources 
•  VAX-11 Computers 

Efficient MC approach 
•  Reduced number of rays 
•  Exact simulation os SR sources 
•  Vector calculus 
•  Modular 
•  User-interface 
•  Available to users 

Two years development 
Fortran 77+VAX/VMS extensions 

Written in the transition from Tantalus to Aladdin 
Beginning of the 80s

Actively expanded by collaborations 
Many with Manuel
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But look awful
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What SHADOW can do?

• Beam cross sections (focal spot, PSF, etc)
source characteristics (dimensions, depth, emittances)

vignetting (apertures, dimension of oe’s)
effect of mirror shape: aberrations, errors…

effect of mirror imperfections (slope errors, roughness?)

• Energy resolution
• Flux and power (number of photons at a given position, 

absorbed/transmitted power, etc)
• Other aspects? (polarization, coherence effects, etc.)
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1. Introduction

One step before the construction of any X-ray instrument,
such as a synchrotron beamline, is the accurate conceptual
design of the optics. The beam should be propagated to a given
image plane (usually the sample position) and its character-
istics should be adapted to the experimental requirements in
terms of flux, monochromatization, focal dimensions, etc. The
designer’s goal is not only to verify compliance to a minimum
set of requirements, but also to find an optimum matching
between the source and the optics phase space to obtain the
best possible performances.

SHADOW is a widely used program for the simulation of
optical systems, specifically geared to the synchrotron radia-
tion domain. It is based on a geometrical ray-tracing approach,
but also traces field amplitude with phase difference, and
therefore wave features beyond the validity domain of
geometric optics. This is called the phase ray-tracing method
(Lee & Zhang, 2007). While there are many optical ray-tracing
programs, SHADOW is unique because of its special focus on
synchrotron radiation. This is evident in the interface, but is
also present in its core or engine where models are built to
specifically address problems of synchrotron radiation beam-
lines such as crystal diffraction, glancing optics and photon
energies in the X-ray range. In fact, the code SHADOW has
become the de facto standard for synchrotron radiation ray-
tracing calculations because it is flexible and capable of
adapting to any beamline configuration. It has also demon-

strated its reliability during more than 25 years of use, as
shown in hundreds of publications. Ergo, it is relatively simple
to use and well documented, and is freely available (open
source).

Indeed, almost all of the synchrotron beamlines today in
existence have in some way benefited from the help of
SHADOW. In most facilities a large number of beamline
optics have been designed and verified using the program,
including applications in: mirror optics, from microscopes to
X-ray lithography beamlines; grating monochromators, fixed-
and variable-line spacing; capillary optics, crystal optics, both
in reflection and transmission, and polarized sources and
polarization transfer.

2. History of SHADOW and the birth of SHADOW3

The birth of SHADOW is linked to the first dedicated use of
synchrotron radiation at the University of Wisconsin during
1965–1967. A team led by particle physicist Ednor Rowe built
Tantalus. He quickly adapted the machine to make synchro-
tron radiation and soon the facility was crowded with
experimentalists from all over the world. In 1977, Aladdin,
a new and larger synchrotron radiation source, began
construction. SHADOW was born during the Tantalus–
Aladdin transition with a clear scientific motivation: Monte
Carlo simulation of X-ray optical systems, in particular grating
monochromator design (toroidal grating monochromator and
the extended range grasshopper) and reflection by toroidal
and spherical mirrors. The requirements were ambitious† Deceased.
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SHADOW Optical system
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source distance
OE 1

image distance
OE 1

source distance
OE 2

image distance 
OE 2

Continuation
plane OE 1

Continuation 
plane OE 2

Object:

Namelist
(starting)

Namelist
(ending)

data
(binary)

Source

START.00

END.00

BEGIN.DAT

OE 1

START.01

END.01

MIRR.01 STAR.01

OE 2

START.02

END.02

MIRR.02 STAR.02

Figure 1.1: Sample layout with source and optical system.

intermediate image between two elements, the continuation plane can be placed coincident with the
image, it does not need to be halfway between the elements.
In general, the system of units used in SHADOW are completely arbitrary. It is up to the user to
enter values consistently in both the source and optical system. Where it is required that the value
be in specific units, SHADOWwill ask for the value in degrees, centimeters, etc.

Data Formats

The binary data files carry information about each ray that is traced through the system. For an 18
column file, the values are shown in table 1.1, 12 and 13 column files are the same, only truncated
at the appropriate column. The data files contain the position of each ray in columns 1, 2, and 3, the
direction in 4, 5, and 6, the parallel polarization vector in 7,8,9, column 10 is a flag for whether the
ray is good or lost, column 11 holds the photon energy or wavelength of the ray in the form of the
wavenumber, column 12 is the index for the ray. The additional columns hold the optical path (13),
the parallel and perpendicular phase (14,15) and the perpendicular polarization vector (16,17,18).
Two or three columns can be extracted using PREPLOT, all the columns can be written in ASCII
using TRANSLATE.

SHADOWUser Guide – TRACE Version 2.0
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Principle of Ray Tracing
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Principle of Ray Tracing

4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

10 m
12 m
20 m

Laboratory reference frame

10 m 1 m 1 m 8 mS =

Figure 1.2: Sample layout with distances.

X Y Z Spatial coordinate
X’ Y’ Z’ Direction
Asx Asy Asz EM vector (s-)
FF q kk Flag, wavenumber, ray index
opd Fs Fp optical path length, phases
Apx Apy Apz EM vector (p-)

Table 1.1: Information stored in binary files.

SHADOWUser Guide – TRACE Version 2.0

Ray:
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SHADOW VUI Screen
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SHADOW VUI Screen
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SHADOW VUI Screen
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How to include Optical Constants 
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Run two times in Mac



Single Optic Focusing
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2.4	  m	  long	  ID	  
E	  =	  12	  keV	  
Σx	  =	  21.5	  μm,	  Σy	  =	  4.6	  μm	  
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s	  polarized
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Mirror Illumination Reflectivity
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Different mirrors
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Different mirrors
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Figure errors and/or Diffraction
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State of the Art XUV beamline: IEX @ APS
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provides ! 1010 photons=s with a “resolving power” (E=ΔE) of
50,000 over the 250–1700 eV range. The high flux requirements
for RSXS are achieved with either of two gratings both with a
“resolving power” of 2500. The low-energy grating (LEG) produces
41012 photons=s over the 250–1900 eV range. The medium
energy grating (MEG) produces ! 1012 photons=s for the 250–
2000 eV range and 109 photons=s up to 3000 eV range using the
third harmonic. Increasing the “resolving power” of the MEG to
10,000 produces 41011 photons=s over the 250–1940 eV range.

In the following subsections we briefly describe the function of
each one of the optical components, the relevant equations used in
the analytical calculations and their results, as well as providing
ray tracings and flux estimates.

3.1. M0 and M1

The main function of the first two mirrors is to absorb the high
energy photons emitted by the source. Since the monochromator
disperses in the vertical plane to take advantage of the small
vertical source size, the first mirrors deflect in the horizontal
plane. This means that the sagittal figure errors of the first mirrors,
due to manufacturing or heat induced, will be attenuated by the
forgiveness factor, " cos ðθÞ, where θ is incidence on the mirror
from normal. The figure errors along the meridional direction will
affect the horizontal spot size at the sample.

To absorb the power emitted at high photon energies
(43000 eV) by the insertion device when operated in linear mode

and high K values, the angle of grazing incidence on a single mirror
should be larger than ! 1:21. The resulting power density
absorbed by this mirror would be greater than 1.9 W/mm2.
In order to obtain power densities that would not impair the
performance of the beamline, we have instead opted to use two
plane mirrors to handle the high heat load generated by an
insertion device designed for relatively low photon energies in a
7 GeV machine.

The first plane mirror, M0, is Au coated and deflects the photon
beam by 0.81 in the horizontal plane, the non-dispersion direc-
tion (meridional radius: Z1% 107 mm and sagittal radius: Z3%
106 mm). The highest power density absorbed by M0 is when the
insertion device is tuned to emit low photon energies, which
correspond to high magnetic fields. At 250 eV, 920 W are
absorbed. The reflectivity of M0 is shown in Fig. 3. The reflectiv-
ities of all mirrors were calculated using the optical constants
given in the Henke tables [22] and an RMS roughness of 0.3 nm.
The RMS roughness, η, was included in the reflectivity calculations
by assuming that it decreases the reflectivity by the factor exp
ð&ð4πη cos θ=λÞ2) where θ is the angle of normal incidence on
the mirror and λ is the photon wavelength.

The second plane mirror, M1, deflects the photon beam by 31,
also in the horizontal plane (meridional radius: Z3% 107 mm and
sagittal radius: Z3% 106 mm). This mirror has three 15 mm wide
horizontal stripes running along the full length of the mirror.
These stripes correspond to a 30 nm Au coating, a 30 nm high
density graphite coating and bare silicon, allowing the X-ray beam

Fig. 2. A schematic drawing of the IEX beamline optics showing the source, an EM-VPU; M0 and M1, planar horizontal deflecting mirrors; M2, an internally cooled plane
mirror which deflects the beam vertically onto one of the three gratings in the monochromator; M3R a removable cylindrical mirror which horizontally focuses the source
onto RSXS sample position; M4R a cylindrical mirror which vertically focuses the exit slit onto the RSXS sample position; M3A (M4A) is an elliptical cylinder which focuses
the source (exit slit) horizontally (vertically) at the ARPES sample position.

Table 2
Figure, distance from the source, height above the ring plane, deflection angle, deflection, optical size, and function of the optical elements of the two branches (or
comment). The optical size for a mirror is length%width.

Figure Distance (m) Height (mm) Deflection angle (deg) Deflection Size (mm%mm) Function/Comment

M0: Plane 30.8 0.0 0.8 Horizontal 520%4 Heat load sink
M1: Plane 31.3 0.0 3.0 Horizontal 150%4 Heat load sink
Monochromator: M2 39.4–39.6 0.0 Vertical 80%5a In-focus VLS-PGM
Monochromator: Gratings 39.7 &15 0.8(mono) Vertical 75%5 In-focus VLS-PGM

Meridional cylinder: M3R 43.7 40.8 2.5 Horizontal 200%5 Horizontal focusing
Slit RSXS 59.7 264.0 Variable
Meridional cylinder: M4R 64.7 333.8 2.5 Vertical 70%1 Vertical focusing
RSXS focus 69.7 185.4 Variable Beam down by 1.71

Slit ARPES 59.7 264.0 Variable
Elliptical cylinder: M3A 64.3 328.5 3.0 Horizontal 280%2.0 Horizontal focusing
Elliptical cylinder: M4A 65.1 339.6 3.0 Vertical 65%5 Vertical focusing
ARPES focus 66.3 293.5 Variable Beam down by 2.21

a Illuminated area.

J.L. McChesney et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 746 (2014) 98–105100

EM-‐Variable	  Polariza6on	  Undulator,	  QuasiPeriodic	  
M0	  and	  M1	  to	  absorb	  power	  at	  high	  energies	  
VLS-‐PGM,	  plane	  elements	  to	  minimize	  figure	  errors	  
Two	  branches	  

ARPES:	  High	  resolu6on,	  small	  spot	  
RSXS:	  High	  flux,	  low	  divergence	  

250	  -‐	  2200	  eV

J. L. McChesney et al  
Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A 746, 98 (2014).
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provides ! 1010 photons=s with a “resolving power” (E=ΔE) of
50,000 over the 250–1700 eV range. The high flux requirements
for RSXS are achieved with either of two gratings both with a
“resolving power” of 2500. The low-energy grating (LEG) produces
41012 photons=s over the 250–1900 eV range. The medium
energy grating (MEG) produces ! 1012 photons=s for the 250–
2000 eV range and 109 photons=s up to 3000 eV range using the
third harmonic. Increasing the “resolving power” of the MEG to
10,000 produces 41011 photons=s over the 250–1940 eV range.

In the following subsections we briefly describe the function of
each one of the optical components, the relevant equations used in
the analytical calculations and their results, as well as providing
ray tracings and flux estimates.

3.1. M0 and M1

The main function of the first two mirrors is to absorb the high
energy photons emitted by the source. Since the monochromator
disperses in the vertical plane to take advantage of the small
vertical source size, the first mirrors deflect in the horizontal
plane. This means that the sagittal figure errors of the first mirrors,
due to manufacturing or heat induced, will be attenuated by the
forgiveness factor, " cos ðθÞ, where θ is incidence on the mirror
from normal. The figure errors along the meridional direction will
affect the horizontal spot size at the sample.

To absorb the power emitted at high photon energies
(43000 eV) by the insertion device when operated in linear mode

and high K values, the angle of grazing incidence on a single mirror
should be larger than ! 1:21. The resulting power density
absorbed by this mirror would be greater than 1.9 W/mm2.
In order to obtain power densities that would not impair the
performance of the beamline, we have instead opted to use two
plane mirrors to handle the high heat load generated by an
insertion device designed for relatively low photon energies in a
7 GeV machine.

The first plane mirror, M0, is Au coated and deflects the photon
beam by 0.81 in the horizontal plane, the non-dispersion direc-
tion (meridional radius: Z1% 107 mm and sagittal radius: Z3%
106 mm). The highest power density absorbed by M0 is when the
insertion device is tuned to emit low photon energies, which
correspond to high magnetic fields. At 250 eV, 920 W are
absorbed. The reflectivity of M0 is shown in Fig. 3. The reflectiv-
ities of all mirrors were calculated using the optical constants
given in the Henke tables [22] and an RMS roughness of 0.3 nm.
The RMS roughness, η, was included in the reflectivity calculations
by assuming that it decreases the reflectivity by the factor exp
ð&ð4πη cos θ=λÞ2) where θ is the angle of normal incidence on
the mirror and λ is the photon wavelength.

The second plane mirror, M1, deflects the photon beam by 31,
also in the horizontal plane (meridional radius: Z3% 107 mm and
sagittal radius: Z3% 106 mm). This mirror has three 15 mm wide
horizontal stripes running along the full length of the mirror.
These stripes correspond to a 30 nm Au coating, a 30 nm high
density graphite coating and bare silicon, allowing the X-ray beam

Fig. 2. A schematic drawing of the IEX beamline optics showing the source, an EM-VPU; M0 and M1, planar horizontal deflecting mirrors; M2, an internally cooled plane
mirror which deflects the beam vertically onto one of the three gratings in the monochromator; M3R a removable cylindrical mirror which horizontally focuses the source
onto RSXS sample position; M4R a cylindrical mirror which vertically focuses the exit slit onto the RSXS sample position; M3A (M4A) is an elliptical cylinder which focuses
the source (exit slit) horizontally (vertically) at the ARPES sample position.

Table 2
Figure, distance from the source, height above the ring plane, deflection angle, deflection, optical size, and function of the optical elements of the two branches (or
comment). The optical size for a mirror is length%width.

Figure Distance (m) Height (mm) Deflection angle (deg) Deflection Size (mm%mm) Function/Comment

M0: Plane 30.8 0.0 0.8 Horizontal 520%4 Heat load sink
M1: Plane 31.3 0.0 3.0 Horizontal 150%4 Heat load sink
Monochromator: M2 39.4–39.6 0.0 Vertical 80%5a In-focus VLS-PGM
Monochromator: Gratings 39.7 &15 0.8(mono) Vertical 75%5 In-focus VLS-PGM

Meridional cylinder: M3R 43.7 40.8 2.5 Horizontal 200%5 Horizontal focusing
Slit RSXS 59.7 264.0 Variable
Meridional cylinder: M4R 64.7 333.8 2.5 Vertical 70%1 Vertical focusing
RSXS focus 69.7 185.4 Variable Beam down by 1.71

Slit ARPES 59.7 264.0 Variable
Elliptical cylinder: M3A 64.3 328.5 3.0 Horizontal 280%2.0 Horizontal focusing
Elliptical cylinder: M4A 65.1 339.6 3.0 Vertical 65%5 Vertical focusing
ARPES focus 66.3 293.5 Variable Beam down by 2.21

a Illuminated area.

J.L. McChesney et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 746 (2014) 98–105100

EM-‐Variable	  Polariza6on	  Undulator,	  QuasiPeriodic	  
M0	  and	  M1	  to	  absorb	  power	  at	  high	  energies	  
VLS-‐PGM,	  plane	  elements	  to	  minimize	  figure	  errors	  
Two	  branches	  

ARPES:	  High	  resolu6on,	  small	  spot	  
RSXS:	  High	  flux,	  low	  divergence	  

250	  -‐	  2200	  eV

J. L. McChesney et al  
Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A 746, 98 (2014).

Resolution: Separation of E at exit slit, exit slit opening
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M0: Au Coating

provides ! 1010 photons=s with a “resolving power” (E=ΔE) of
50,000 over the 250–1700 eV range. The high flux requirements
for RSXS are achieved with either of two gratings both with a
“resolving power” of 2500. The low-energy grating (LEG) produces
41012 photons=s over the 250–1900 eV range. The medium
energy grating (MEG) produces ! 1012 photons=s for the 250–
2000 eV range and 109 photons=s up to 3000 eV range using the
third harmonic. Increasing the “resolving power” of the MEG to
10,000 produces 41011 photons=s over the 250–1940 eV range.

In the following subsections we briefly describe the function of
each one of the optical components, the relevant equations used in
the analytical calculations and their results, as well as providing
ray tracings and flux estimates.

3.1. M0 and M1

The main function of the first two mirrors is to absorb the high
energy photons emitted by the source. Since the monochromator
disperses in the vertical plane to take advantage of the small
vertical source size, the first mirrors deflect in the horizontal
plane. This means that the sagittal figure errors of the first mirrors,
due to manufacturing or heat induced, will be attenuated by the
forgiveness factor, " cos ðθÞ, where θ is incidence on the mirror
from normal. The figure errors along the meridional direction will
affect the horizontal spot size at the sample.

To absorb the power emitted at high photon energies
(43000 eV) by the insertion device when operated in linear mode

and high K values, the angle of grazing incidence on a single mirror
should be larger than ! 1:21. The resulting power density
absorbed by this mirror would be greater than 1.9 W/mm2.
In order to obtain power densities that would not impair the
performance of the beamline, we have instead opted to use two
plane mirrors to handle the high heat load generated by an
insertion device designed for relatively low photon energies in a
7 GeV machine.

The first plane mirror, M0, is Au coated and deflects the photon
beam by 0.81 in the horizontal plane, the non-dispersion direc-
tion (meridional radius: Z1% 107 mm and sagittal radius: Z3%
106 mm). The highest power density absorbed by M0 is when the
insertion device is tuned to emit low photon energies, which
correspond to high magnetic fields. At 250 eV, 920 W are
absorbed. The reflectivity of M0 is shown in Fig. 3. The reflectiv-
ities of all mirrors were calculated using the optical constants
given in the Henke tables [22] and an RMS roughness of 0.3 nm.
The RMS roughness, η, was included in the reflectivity calculations
by assuming that it decreases the reflectivity by the factor exp
ð&ð4πη cos θ=λÞ2) where θ is the angle of normal incidence on
the mirror and λ is the photon wavelength.

The second plane mirror, M1, deflects the photon beam by 31,
also in the horizontal plane (meridional radius: Z3% 107 mm and
sagittal radius: Z3% 106 mm). This mirror has three 15 mm wide
horizontal stripes running along the full length of the mirror.
These stripes correspond to a 30 nm Au coating, a 30 nm high
density graphite coating and bare silicon, allowing the X-ray beam

Fig. 2. A schematic drawing of the IEX beamline optics showing the source, an EM-VPU; M0 and M1, planar horizontal deflecting mirrors; M2, an internally cooled plane
mirror which deflects the beam vertically onto one of the three gratings in the monochromator; M3R a removable cylindrical mirror which horizontally focuses the source
onto RSXS sample position; M4R a cylindrical mirror which vertically focuses the exit slit onto the RSXS sample position; M3A (M4A) is an elliptical cylinder which focuses
the source (exit slit) horizontally (vertically) at the ARPES sample position.

Table 2
Figure, distance from the source, height above the ring plane, deflection angle, deflection, optical size, and function of the optical elements of the two branches (or
comment). The optical size for a mirror is length%width.

Figure Distance (m) Height (mm) Deflection angle (deg) Deflection Size (mm%mm) Function/Comment

M0: Plane 30.8 0.0 0.8 Horizontal 520%4 Heat load sink
M1: Plane 31.3 0.0 3.0 Horizontal 150%4 Heat load sink
Monochromator: M2 39.4–39.6 0.0 Vertical 80%5a In-focus VLS-PGM
Monochromator: Gratings 39.7 &15 0.8(mono) Vertical 75%5 In-focus VLS-PGM

Meridional cylinder: M3R 43.7 40.8 2.5 Horizontal 200%5 Horizontal focusing
Slit RSXS 59.7 264.0 Variable
Meridional cylinder: M4R 64.7 333.8 2.5 Vertical 70%1 Vertical focusing
RSXS focus 69.7 185.4 Variable Beam down by 1.71

Slit ARPES 59.7 264.0 Variable
Elliptical cylinder: M3A 64.3 328.5 3.0 Horizontal 280%2.0 Horizontal focusing
Elliptical cylinder: M4A 65.1 339.6 3.0 Vertical 65%5 Vertical focusing
ARPES focus 66.3 293.5 Variable Beam down by 2.21

a Illuminated area.

J.L. McChesney et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 746 (2014) 98–105100
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provides ! 1010 photons=s with a “resolving power” (E=ΔE) of
50,000 over the 250–1700 eV range. The high flux requirements
for RSXS are achieved with either of two gratings both with a
“resolving power” of 2500. The low-energy grating (LEG) produces
41012 photons=s over the 250–1900 eV range. The medium
energy grating (MEG) produces ! 1012 photons=s for the 250–
2000 eV range and 109 photons=s up to 3000 eV range using the
third harmonic. Increasing the “resolving power” of the MEG to
10,000 produces 41011 photons=s over the 250–1940 eV range.

In the following subsections we briefly describe the function of
each one of the optical components, the relevant equations used in
the analytical calculations and their results, as well as providing
ray tracings and flux estimates.

3.1. M0 and M1

The main function of the first two mirrors is to absorb the high
energy photons emitted by the source. Since the monochromator
disperses in the vertical plane to take advantage of the small
vertical source size, the first mirrors deflect in the horizontal
plane. This means that the sagittal figure errors of the first mirrors,
due to manufacturing or heat induced, will be attenuated by the
forgiveness factor, " cos ðθÞ, where θ is incidence on the mirror
from normal. The figure errors along the meridional direction will
affect the horizontal spot size at the sample.

To absorb the power emitted at high photon energies
(43000 eV) by the insertion device when operated in linear mode

and high K values, the angle of grazing incidence on a single mirror
should be larger than ! 1:21. The resulting power density
absorbed by this mirror would be greater than 1.9 W/mm2.
In order to obtain power densities that would not impair the
performance of the beamline, we have instead opted to use two
plane mirrors to handle the high heat load generated by an
insertion device designed for relatively low photon energies in a
7 GeV machine.

The first plane mirror, M0, is Au coated and deflects the photon
beam by 0.81 in the horizontal plane, the non-dispersion direc-
tion (meridional radius: Z1% 107 mm and sagittal radius: Z3%
106 mm). The highest power density absorbed by M0 is when the
insertion device is tuned to emit low photon energies, which
correspond to high magnetic fields. At 250 eV, 920 W are
absorbed. The reflectivity of M0 is shown in Fig. 3. The reflectiv-
ities of all mirrors were calculated using the optical constants
given in the Henke tables [22] and an RMS roughness of 0.3 nm.
The RMS roughness, η, was included in the reflectivity calculations
by assuming that it decreases the reflectivity by the factor exp
ð&ð4πη cos θ=λÞ2) where θ is the angle of normal incidence on
the mirror and λ is the photon wavelength.

The second plane mirror, M1, deflects the photon beam by 31,
also in the horizontal plane (meridional radius: Z3% 107 mm and
sagittal radius: Z3% 106 mm). This mirror has three 15 mm wide
horizontal stripes running along the full length of the mirror.
These stripes correspond to a 30 nm Au coating, a 30 nm high
density graphite coating and bare silicon, allowing the X-ray beam

Fig. 2. A schematic drawing of the IEX beamline optics showing the source, an EM-VPU; M0 and M1, planar horizontal deflecting mirrors; M2, an internally cooled plane
mirror which deflects the beam vertically onto one of the three gratings in the monochromator; M3R a removable cylindrical mirror which horizontally focuses the source
onto RSXS sample position; M4R a cylindrical mirror which vertically focuses the exit slit onto the RSXS sample position; M3A (M4A) is an elliptical cylinder which focuses
the source (exit slit) horizontally (vertically) at the ARPES sample position.

Table 2
Figure, distance from the source, height above the ring plane, deflection angle, deflection, optical size, and function of the optical elements of the two branches (or
comment). The optical size for a mirror is length%width.

Figure Distance (m) Height (mm) Deflection angle (deg) Deflection Size (mm%mm) Function/Comment

M0: Plane 30.8 0.0 0.8 Horizontal 520%4 Heat load sink
M1: Plane 31.3 0.0 3.0 Horizontal 150%4 Heat load sink
Monochromator: M2 39.4–39.6 0.0 Vertical 80%5a In-focus VLS-PGM
Monochromator: Gratings 39.7 &15 0.8(mono) Vertical 75%5 In-focus VLS-PGM

Meridional cylinder: M3R 43.7 40.8 2.5 Horizontal 200%5 Horizontal focusing
Slit RSXS 59.7 264.0 Variable
Meridional cylinder: M4R 64.7 333.8 2.5 Vertical 70%1 Vertical focusing
RSXS focus 69.7 185.4 Variable Beam down by 1.71

Slit ARPES 59.7 264.0 Variable
Elliptical cylinder: M3A 64.3 328.5 3.0 Horizontal 280%2.0 Horizontal focusing
Elliptical cylinder: M4A 65.1 339.6 3.0 Vertical 65%5 Vertical focusing
ARPES focus 66.3 293.5 Variable Beam down by 2.21

a Illuminated area.
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In Eqs. (5)–(8), Σy is the RMS vertical source size including the
electron and photon contributions (see Section 2), s is the slit
width, and sgr and spm are the RMS meridional slope errors on the
grating and the plane mirror, respectively. The sagittal slope errors
on the upstream plane mirrors (M0 and M1) also affect the
resolution. However, their effect is very small due to the large
“forgiveness factor” on these mirrors.

The high “resolving power” required in the ARPES branch can
be achieved with a VLS grating having a central line density of
2400 l/mm (HEG) operating at a c value (¼ cos β= cosα) of
approximately 4.2. The calculated contributions to the energy
resolution (using Eqs. (5)–(8)) due to the source, RMS slope errors
of 0:1 μrad for both the M2 and the grating, a 10 μm exit slit, and
their vector sum are shown in Fig. 4. Except at the lowest photon
energies, the main contribution is due to the exit slit width. From
the figure, one realizes that a “resolving power” E=ΔE450;000
can be obtained up to photon energies & 1200 eV. Decreasing the
slit width allows this high “resolving power” to extend to photon
energies 42000 eV. The concept of “resolving power” is used to
indicate that the contribution of the exit slit is also included.

The resolution limit of the monochromator (without the exit
slit contribution) with the HEG is 5.2 meV at 500 eV, 12.5 meV at
1000 eV, and 21.6 meV at 1500 eV. These results were verified
against ray tracing using the SHADOW code [23,24] including the
same RMS slope errors as in the analytical calculations. The figure
errors were incorporated in the ray tracings with SHADOW's
PRESURFACE routine using a measured mirror profile scaled such
as to obtain the same RMS slope errors used in the analytical
calculations. Fig. 5 shows the spot pattern at the exit slit plane for
1000 eV and 1000.0125 eV when the monochromator is tuned to
1000 eV. The histograms in the figure demonstrate that the
resolution agrees with the analytical calculation. The Gaussian-
like distribution of the rays demonstrates that the aberrations are
negligible.

Higher flux and good resolution for ARPES can be obtained
with a VLS grating having a central line density of 1200 l/mm
(MEG) operating at a c value of approximately 2.2. The resolution
terms of this grating as a function of the photon energy are shown
in Fig. 6. Up to 1600 eV the resolution is dominated by the source
size. At higher photon energies the dominant contribution is that
of the 10 μm slit. The resolution limit of the monochromator
(without the exit slit contribution) with this grating is 30 meV at
1000 eV. This is demonstrated in the ray tracings seen in Fig. 7.

For RSXS experiments, the highest possible flux at moderate
resolution is provided, for energies up to 1900 eV, by a grating
with a central line density of 400 l/mm grating (LEG) operating
with a c value of approximately 1.5. The resolution terms of this
grating are presented in Fig. 8 in which we show the contribution
of a slit width of 10 μm as for the other two gratings. Clearly, to
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Fig. 5. The spot pattern at the exit slit plane of the ARPES branch at 1000 and
1000.0125 eV with the HEG confirms the analytically derived resolution limit of
12.5 meV for the monochromator at 1000 eV. The caption above the figure gives
the horizontal and the vertical RMS beam size.
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provides ! 1010 photons=s with a “resolving power” (E=ΔE) of
50,000 over the 250–1700 eV range. The high flux requirements
for RSXS are achieved with either of two gratings both with a
“resolving power” of 2500. The low-energy grating (LEG) produces
41012 photons=s over the 250–1900 eV range. The medium
energy grating (MEG) produces ! 1012 photons=s for the 250–
2000 eV range and 109 photons=s up to 3000 eV range using the
third harmonic. Increasing the “resolving power” of the MEG to
10,000 produces 41011 photons=s over the 250–1940 eV range.

In the following subsections we briefly describe the function of
each one of the optical components, the relevant equations used in
the analytical calculations and their results, as well as providing
ray tracings and flux estimates.

3.1. M0 and M1

The main function of the first two mirrors is to absorb the high
energy photons emitted by the source. Since the monochromator
disperses in the vertical plane to take advantage of the small
vertical source size, the first mirrors deflect in the horizontal
plane. This means that the sagittal figure errors of the first mirrors,
due to manufacturing or heat induced, will be attenuated by the
forgiveness factor, " cos ðθÞ, where θ is incidence on the mirror
from normal. The figure errors along the meridional direction will
affect the horizontal spot size at the sample.

To absorb the power emitted at high photon energies
(43000 eV) by the insertion device when operated in linear mode

and high K values, the angle of grazing incidence on a single mirror
should be larger than ! 1:21. The resulting power density
absorbed by this mirror would be greater than 1.9 W/mm2.
In order to obtain power densities that would not impair the
performance of the beamline, we have instead opted to use two
plane mirrors to handle the high heat load generated by an
insertion device designed for relatively low photon energies in a
7 GeV machine.

The first plane mirror, M0, is Au coated and deflects the photon
beam by 0.81 in the horizontal plane, the non-dispersion direc-
tion (meridional radius: Z1% 107 mm and sagittal radius: Z3%
106 mm). The highest power density absorbed by M0 is when the
insertion device is tuned to emit low photon energies, which
correspond to high magnetic fields. At 250 eV, 920 W are
absorbed. The reflectivity of M0 is shown in Fig. 3. The reflectiv-
ities of all mirrors were calculated using the optical constants
given in the Henke tables [22] and an RMS roughness of 0.3 nm.
The RMS roughness, η, was included in the reflectivity calculations
by assuming that it decreases the reflectivity by the factor exp
ð&ð4πη cos θ=λÞ2) where θ is the angle of normal incidence on
the mirror and λ is the photon wavelength.

The second plane mirror, M1, deflects the photon beam by 31,
also in the horizontal plane (meridional radius: Z3% 107 mm and
sagittal radius: Z3% 106 mm). This mirror has three 15 mm wide
horizontal stripes running along the full length of the mirror.
These stripes correspond to a 30 nm Au coating, a 30 nm high
density graphite coating and bare silicon, allowing the X-ray beam

Fig. 2. A schematic drawing of the IEX beamline optics showing the source, an EM-VPU; M0 and M1, planar horizontal deflecting mirrors; M2, an internally cooled plane
mirror which deflects the beam vertically onto one of the three gratings in the monochromator; M3R a removable cylindrical mirror which horizontally focuses the source
onto RSXS sample position; M4R a cylindrical mirror which vertically focuses the exit slit onto the RSXS sample position; M3A (M4A) is an elliptical cylinder which focuses
the source (exit slit) horizontally (vertically) at the ARPES sample position.

Table 2
Figure, distance from the source, height above the ring plane, deflection angle, deflection, optical size, and function of the optical elements of the two branches (or
comment). The optical size for a mirror is length%width.

Figure Distance (m) Height (mm) Deflection angle (deg) Deflection Size (mm%mm) Function/Comment

M0: Plane 30.8 0.0 0.8 Horizontal 520%4 Heat load sink
M1: Plane 31.3 0.0 3.0 Horizontal 150%4 Heat load sink
Monochromator: M2 39.4–39.6 0.0 Vertical 80%5a In-focus VLS-PGM
Monochromator: Gratings 39.7 &15 0.8(mono) Vertical 75%5 In-focus VLS-PGM

Meridional cylinder: M3R 43.7 40.8 2.5 Horizontal 200%5 Horizontal focusing
Slit RSXS 59.7 264.0 Variable
Meridional cylinder: M4R 64.7 333.8 2.5 Vertical 70%1 Vertical focusing
RSXS focus 69.7 185.4 Variable Beam down by 1.71

Slit ARPES 59.7 264.0 Variable
Elliptical cylinder: M3A 64.3 328.5 3.0 Horizontal 280%2.0 Horizontal focusing
Elliptical cylinder: M4A 65.1 339.6 3.0 Vertical 65%5 Vertical focusing
ARPES focus 66.3 293.5 Variable Beam down by 2.21

a Illuminated area.
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provides ! 1010 photons=s with a “resolving power” (E=ΔE) of
50,000 over the 250–1700 eV range. The high flux requirements
for RSXS are achieved with either of two gratings both with a
“resolving power” of 2500. The low-energy grating (LEG) produces
41012 photons=s over the 250–1900 eV range. The medium
energy grating (MEG) produces ! 1012 photons=s for the 250–
2000 eV range and 109 photons=s up to 3000 eV range using the
third harmonic. Increasing the “resolving power” of the MEG to
10,000 produces 41011 photons=s over the 250–1940 eV range.

In the following subsections we briefly describe the function of
each one of the optical components, the relevant equations used in
the analytical calculations and their results, as well as providing
ray tracings and flux estimates.

3.1. M0 and M1

The main function of the first two mirrors is to absorb the high
energy photons emitted by the source. Since the monochromator
disperses in the vertical plane to take advantage of the small
vertical source size, the first mirrors deflect in the horizontal
plane. This means that the sagittal figure errors of the first mirrors,
due to manufacturing or heat induced, will be attenuated by the
forgiveness factor, " cos ðθÞ, where θ is incidence on the mirror
from normal. The figure errors along the meridional direction will
affect the horizontal spot size at the sample.

To absorb the power emitted at high photon energies
(43000 eV) by the insertion device when operated in linear mode

and high K values, the angle of grazing incidence on a single mirror
should be larger than ! 1:21. The resulting power density
absorbed by this mirror would be greater than 1.9 W/mm2.
In order to obtain power densities that would not impair the
performance of the beamline, we have instead opted to use two
plane mirrors to handle the high heat load generated by an
insertion device designed for relatively low photon energies in a
7 GeV machine.

The first plane mirror, M0, is Au coated and deflects the photon
beam by 0.81 in the horizontal plane, the non-dispersion direc-
tion (meridional radius: Z1% 107 mm and sagittal radius: Z3%
106 mm). The highest power density absorbed by M0 is when the
insertion device is tuned to emit low photon energies, which
correspond to high magnetic fields. At 250 eV, 920 W are
absorbed. The reflectivity of M0 is shown in Fig. 3. The reflectiv-
ities of all mirrors were calculated using the optical constants
given in the Henke tables [22] and an RMS roughness of 0.3 nm.
The RMS roughness, η, was included in the reflectivity calculations
by assuming that it decreases the reflectivity by the factor exp
ð&ð4πη cos θ=λÞ2) where θ is the angle of normal incidence on
the mirror and λ is the photon wavelength.

The second plane mirror, M1, deflects the photon beam by 31,
also in the horizontal plane (meridional radius: Z3% 107 mm and
sagittal radius: Z3% 106 mm). This mirror has three 15 mm wide
horizontal stripes running along the full length of the mirror.
These stripes correspond to a 30 nm Au coating, a 30 nm high
density graphite coating and bare silicon, allowing the X-ray beam

Fig. 2. A schematic drawing of the IEX beamline optics showing the source, an EM-VPU; M0 and M1, planar horizontal deflecting mirrors; M2, an internally cooled plane
mirror which deflects the beam vertically onto one of the three gratings in the monochromator; M3R a removable cylindrical mirror which horizontally focuses the source
onto RSXS sample position; M4R a cylindrical mirror which vertically focuses the exit slit onto the RSXS sample position; M3A (M4A) is an elliptical cylinder which focuses
the source (exit slit) horizontally (vertically) at the ARPES sample position.

Table 2
Figure, distance from the source, height above the ring plane, deflection angle, deflection, optical size, and function of the optical elements of the two branches (or
comment). The optical size for a mirror is length%width.

Figure Distance (m) Height (mm) Deflection angle (deg) Deflection Size (mm%mm) Function/Comment

M0: Plane 30.8 0.0 0.8 Horizontal 520%4 Heat load sink
M1: Plane 31.3 0.0 3.0 Horizontal 150%4 Heat load sink
Monochromator: M2 39.4–39.6 0.0 Vertical 80%5a In-focus VLS-PGM
Monochromator: Gratings 39.7 &15 0.8(mono) Vertical 75%5 In-focus VLS-PGM

Meridional cylinder: M3R 43.7 40.8 2.5 Horizontal 200%5 Horizontal focusing
Slit RSXS 59.7 264.0 Variable
Meridional cylinder: M4R 64.7 333.8 2.5 Vertical 70%1 Vertical focusing
RSXS focus 69.7 185.4 Variable Beam down by 1.71

Slit ARPES 59.7 264.0 Variable
Elliptical cylinder: M3A 64.3 328.5 3.0 Horizontal 280%2.0 Horizontal focusing
Elliptical cylinder: M4A 65.1 339.6 3.0 Vertical 65%5 Vertical focusing
ARPES focus 66.3 293.5 Variable Beam down by 2.21

a Illuminated area.
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1. Introduction

High-resolution X-ray spectroscopies that use synchrotron
radiation in the 10–40 keV energy range require a mono-
chromatic beam with a milli-electronvolt bandwidth. Spec-
troscopies such as inelastic X-ray scattering (Burkel, 1991) and
nuclear resonant scattering (Gerdau & de Waard, 1999)
involve measurements with low signal rates and long data-
collection times. Consequently, improving the available spec-
tral flux (photons s!1 meV!1) directly impacts the utility of
these techniques. Improving the spectral flux can be done by
either increasing the synchrotron radiation source strength
or by increasing the efficiency of the monochromatization
scheme.

Monochromatization of synchrotron radiation to a milli-
electronvolt bandwidth usually involves the use of crystal
reflections with large Bragg angles (>80"). Along with the
narrow energy filtering that such reflections offer is a narrow
angular acceptance (<1 mrad) that makes them inefficient
when used with the substantially more divergent (#10 mrad)
synchrotron radiation. One exception is near-back Bragg
reflections (!B ’ 90"), which have a large angular acceptance
but restrict the design energy to match the back-reflection
energy (Verbeni et al., 1996; Baron et al., 2001). Near-back
Bragg reflections have high efficiency, but also redirect the
beam back alongside the incident beam and require active
temperature control to perform energy scans. An alternative
to near-back Bragg reflections is to use a series of Bragg
reflections (!B < 90") to perform the monochromatization
(Toellner, 2000). This approach usually has difficulty matching
the theoretical efficiency of a single near-back Bragg reflecting
crystal, but offers a number of advantages. It offers greater
freedom to choose the design energy, which is the paramount
criteria for nuclear resonant spectroscopy, because one needs
to monochromatize the synchrotron radiation at a nuclear
resonance energy. It also offers greater suppression of spectral

components outside the nominal bandwidth, the possibility to
direct the beam into the forward direction, and the ability to
change or scan the energy rapidly through active mechanical
control (crystal rotation). Furthermore, a multicrystal in-line
design allows one to position subsequent focusing optics much
closer to the source where beam sizes are smaller, thus making
it possible to achieve full-beam focusing with reduced aber-
rations and greater efficiency. Consequently, for high-resolu-
tion X-ray spectroscopy requiring few-micrometer focal-spot
sizes, the multicrystal design offers the possibility of greater
overall spectral intensity at the sample position.

Here we present a new design for a high-resolution
monochromator (HRM) that employs six silicon crystal
reflections to achieve high efficiency. When combined with
cryogenic stabilization (Toellner et al., 2006), this design offers
a theoretical efficiency that is comparable with that of a single
near-back Bragg reflection operating at room temperature. We
constructed two cryogenically stabilized six-reflection meV-
monochromators. Both HRMs have a tunability range of
approximately 200 eV.

One monochromator, to be referred to as ‘HRM-1’, is
designed to operate at 21.657 keV corresponding to the back-
reflection energy for a silicon (18 6 0) pixelated spherical
analyzer. This monochromator is part of a meV-resolution
inelastic X-ray scattering spectrometer that is installed at
beamline 3-ID of the Advanced Photon Source (Sinn et al.,
2001) and has been operational since 2004. Another mono-
chromator, to be referred to as ‘HRM-2’, is designed to reach
two energies: 23.725 keV, corresponding to the back-reflection
energy for a silicon (12 12 12) pixelated spherical analyzer, and
23.880 keV, corresponding to a nuclear resonance energy
in 119Sn. This monochromator is part of a meV-resolution
inelastic X-ray scattering spectrometer that is installed at
beamline 30-ID of the Advanced Photon Source and has been
operational since 2007. It is designed to operate also at a
nuclear transition energy (23.880 keV) to allow, in addition,
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1. Introduction

High-resolution X-ray spectroscopies that use synchrotron
radiation in the 10–40 keV energy range require a mono-
chromatic beam with a milli-electronvolt bandwidth. Spec-
troscopies such as inelastic X-ray scattering (Burkel, 1991) and
nuclear resonant scattering (Gerdau & de Waard, 1999)
involve measurements with low signal rates and long data-
collection times. Consequently, improving the available spec-
tral flux (photons s!1 meV!1) directly impacts the utility of
these techniques. Improving the spectral flux can be done by
either increasing the synchrotron radiation source strength
or by increasing the efficiency of the monochromatization
scheme.

Monochromatization of synchrotron radiation to a milli-
electronvolt bandwidth usually involves the use of crystal
reflections with large Bragg angles (>80"). Along with the
narrow energy filtering that such reflections offer is a narrow
angular acceptance (<1 mrad) that makes them inefficient
when used with the substantially more divergent (#10 mrad)
synchrotron radiation. One exception is near-back Bragg
reflections (!B ’ 90"), which have a large angular acceptance
but restrict the design energy to match the back-reflection
energy (Verbeni et al., 1996; Baron et al., 2001). Near-back
Bragg reflections have high efficiency, but also redirect the
beam back alongside the incident beam and require active
temperature control to perform energy scans. An alternative
to near-back Bragg reflections is to use a series of Bragg
reflections (!B < 90") to perform the monochromatization
(Toellner, 2000). This approach usually has difficulty matching
the theoretical efficiency of a single near-back Bragg reflecting
crystal, but offers a number of advantages. It offers greater
freedom to choose the design energy, which is the paramount
criteria for nuclear resonant spectroscopy, because one needs
to monochromatize the synchrotron radiation at a nuclear
resonance energy. It also offers greater suppression of spectral

components outside the nominal bandwidth, the possibility to
direct the beam into the forward direction, and the ability to
change or scan the energy rapidly through active mechanical
control (crystal rotation). Furthermore, a multicrystal in-line
design allows one to position subsequent focusing optics much
closer to the source where beam sizes are smaller, thus making
it possible to achieve full-beam focusing with reduced aber-
rations and greater efficiency. Consequently, for high-resolu-
tion X-ray spectroscopy requiring few-micrometer focal-spot
sizes, the multicrystal design offers the possibility of greater
overall spectral intensity at the sample position.

Here we present a new design for a high-resolution
monochromator (HRM) that employs six silicon crystal
reflections to achieve high efficiency. When combined with
cryogenic stabilization (Toellner et al., 2006), this design offers
a theoretical efficiency that is comparable with that of a single
near-back Bragg reflection operating at room temperature. We
constructed two cryogenically stabilized six-reflection meV-
monochromators. Both HRMs have a tunability range of
approximately 200 eV.

One monochromator, to be referred to as ‘HRM-1’, is
designed to operate at 21.657 keV corresponding to the back-
reflection energy for a silicon (18 6 0) pixelated spherical
analyzer. This monochromator is part of a meV-resolution
inelastic X-ray scattering spectrometer that is installed at
beamline 3-ID of the Advanced Photon Source (Sinn et al.,
2001) and has been operational since 2004. Another mono-
chromator, to be referred to as ‘HRM-2’, is designed to reach
two energies: 23.725 keV, corresponding to the back-reflection
energy for a silicon (12 12 12) pixelated spherical analyzer, and
23.880 keV, corresponding to a nuclear resonance energy
in 119Sn. This monochromator is part of a meV-resolution
inelastic X-ray scattering spectrometer that is installed at
beamline 30-ID of the Advanced Photon Source and has been
operational since 2007. It is designed to operate also at a
nuclear transition energy (23.880 keV) to allow, in addition,

nuclearresonantscatteringmeasurementsfrommaterials
containing119Sn.

2.Design

TheprincipalproblemwithdesigninganefficientHRM
withoutusinganear-backBraggreflectionresidesinthe
mismatchbetweentheangulardivergenceofcurrentlyavail-
ablesynchrotronradiationsourcesandtheintrinsicangular
acceptanceofsmall-energy-widthcrystalreflections.For
multicrystalmonochromators,onecantakeadvantageof
asymmetricallycut(non-zeroanglebetweensurfacenormal
andlatticevector)crystalstotailortheangularacceptanceof
crystalreflectionsandthedivergenceofdiffractedX-rays
(Renninger,1961;Kohra,1962)toincreaseefficiencyand
improveenergyresolutionofmeV-bandwidthmono-
chromators(Ishikawaetal.,1992;Toellneretal.,1992).
Selectionofthecrystallatticereflections(Hi)andtheasym-
metryangles(!i)touseaspartofaHRMthatachieves
maximalefficiencyisguidedbythedesiredenergybandwidth
(inourcase,!1meV)andpracticallimitationssuchascrystal
size.Forthepresentdesigns,diffractionfootprintsarelimited
tobelessthan6cm.OptimalX-raytransmissionisachieved
byrequiringthatmonochromaticraysdiffractingfromany
crystalarediffractedfromallsubsequentcrystals.This
requirementleadstoconstraintsonangularacceptancesof
crystalreflectionsandthusguidesthechoiceoflattice
reflectionsandasymmetryangles.Theseconstraintscanbe
expressedasasetofmatchingconditions

Diffiffiffiffi
bi

p"bi#1$bi#2$$$$$b1$min!o;
D1ffiffiffiffiffi

b1

p
"#

;ð1Þ

whereDiistheintrinsicDarwinwidthandbi=sinð"iþ!iÞ/
sinð"i#!iÞistheasymmetryparameterfortheithreflection.
!oistheincidentbeamdivergenceformonochromaticrays.
Satisfyingthesematchingconditionswhileobtainingthe
desiredenergybandwidthformsthebasisforthemono-
chromatordesign.

WeconstructedtwoHRMsbaseduponasix-reflection
designofthetype(+A,#A,#B,+B,+C,#C)showninFig.1.
Weemploypairsofreflectionstoinsurethatthetransmitted

beamisdirectedintotheforwarddirectionindependentof
energyalignment.Thebulkofthemonochromatizationis
performedbythesecondpairofreflectionsdenotedby‘B’,
whicharesiliconcrystalreflectionswithalargeBraggangle
(!83()andanintrinsicallynarrowenergyacceptance.These
tworeflectionsareformedfromopposingparallelsurfaces
withinamonolithicblockofcrystallinesilicon.Thus,theyhave
reciprocalasymmetryparameters(b3=b4

#1).Thediffracting
surfacesarecutasymmetricallytoreducetheirenergy
acceptancetoapproximately1meVwhenthesiliconiscooled
to123K.Theactualchoicefortheasymmetryparameterfor
thispairofreflectionsisobtainedfromsimulations,butan
approximatevaluecanbeobtainedfrom
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whereEistheX-rayenergy,!Eisthedesiredenergyband-
width,andDBand"BaretheDarwinwidthandBraggangle
ofthereflectiondenotedby‘B’,respectively.Thisexpression
assumesthebeamdivergenceincidentonthefirst‘B’crystalis
reducedtoavaluesmallcomparedwithDB=

ffiffiffiffiffi
b3

p
.Notethat

bychoosingtheappropriateasymmetryparameteronecan
achieveenergybandwidthsthataresmallerorlargerthanthe
intrinsicenergybandwidthofthecrystalreflection.

Operatingthiscrystalpairat123K,whichcorrespondsto
thezero-thermal-expansiontemperatureinsilicon(Toulou-
kianetal.,1977),offerssignificantadvantagesintermsof
efficiencyandstability(Toellner,2000).Onlythesecondpair
ofcrystalreflectionsiscooledinaspeciallydesignedlow-
vibrationcryostat(Toellneretal.,2006).Unlikeearliercryo-
statversions,thecurrentdesignincorporatesamechanical
pumptoflowtheheliumcoolinggasthroughthecryostatand
throughaheatexchangerimmersedinaliquid-nitrogenbath
inaclosedcycle.Pump-inducedpulsationswithinthegas
streamthatmaycausevibrationswithinthecryostatare
suppressedbytheuseofpulsationdampeners.

Thesmallenergyacceptanceofthispairisaccompaniedby
anarrowangularacceptanceandthisnecessitatestheneedfor
precedingcollimationthatreducestheangulardivergenceof
theincidentsynchrotronradiation.Thisisachievedbythefirst
pairofreflectionsdenotedby‘A’,whicharelow-Bragg-angle
("B<10()siliconcrystalreflectionscutasymmetricallyso
theyhaveacollimatingeffectonthediffractedsynchrotron
radiation.Bothreflectingcrystalsaremountedonaweak-link
mechanicalassembly(Shuetal.,2001)toallowthemtoshare
thesamerotationaxis.Unlikethepreviouslypublishedweak-
linkassembly,thecurrentversionusesastepper-motor-driven
micrometerheadinserieswithapiezo-actuatortoallow
coarseandfineadjustments,respectively.Byusingtwo
reflectionstocarryoutthedivergencereduction,itispossible
touseveryhighreflectivityreflectionswithmodestasymmetry
angles,thusproducingaveryefficientbeamcollimator
(Kikuta&Kohra,1970;Matsushitaetal.,1971).Forboth
monochromatorsthefirstpairofreflectionscombineto
collimatethesynchrotronradiationbyafactorof!45.This
reducesthebeamdivergenceofthesynchrotronradiationto
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Figure1
Designofasix-reflectioncryogenicallystabilizedhigh-resolution
monochromator.A,BandCrefertocrystal-reflectionpairsdescribed
inthetext.Crystal-reflectionpairBiscooledto123K,whileAandCare
maintainedatroomtemperature.
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nuclearresonantscatteringmeasurementsfrommaterials
containing119Sn.

2.Design

TheprincipalproblemwithdesigninganefficientHRM
withoutusinganear-backBraggreflectionresidesinthe
mismatchbetweentheangulardivergenceofcurrentlyavail-
ablesynchrotronradiationsourcesandtheintrinsicangular
acceptanceofsmall-energy-widthcrystalreflections.For
multicrystalmonochromators,onecantakeadvantageof
asymmetricallycut(non-zeroanglebetweensurfacenormal
andlatticevector)crystalstotailortheangularacceptanceof
crystalreflectionsandthedivergenceofdiffractedX-rays
(Renninger,1961;Kohra,1962)toincreaseefficiencyand
improveenergyresolutionofmeV-bandwidthmono-
chromators(Ishikawaetal.,1992;Toellneretal.,1992).
Selectionofthecrystallatticereflections(Hi)andtheasym-
metryangles(!i)touseaspartofaHRMthatachieves
maximalefficiencyisguidedbythedesiredenergybandwidth
(inourcase,!1meV)andpracticallimitationssuchascrystal
size.Forthepresentdesigns,diffractionfootprintsarelimited
tobelessthan6cm.OptimalX-raytransmissionisachieved
byrequiringthatmonochromaticraysdiffractingfromany
crystalarediffractedfromallsubsequentcrystals.This
requirementleadstoconstraintsonangularacceptancesof
crystalreflectionsandthusguidesthechoiceoflattice
reflectionsandasymmetryangles.Theseconstraintscanbe
expressedasasetofmatchingconditions

Diffiffiffiffi
bi

p"bi#1$bi#2$$$$$b1$min!o;
D1ffiffiffiffiffi

b1

p
"#

;ð1Þ

whereDiistheintrinsicDarwinwidthandbi=sinð"iþ!iÞ/
sinð"i#!iÞistheasymmetryparameterfortheithreflection.
!oistheincidentbeamdivergenceformonochromaticrays.
Satisfyingthesematchingconditionswhileobtainingthe
desiredenergybandwidthformsthebasisforthemono-
chromatordesign.

WeconstructedtwoHRMsbaseduponasix-reflection
designofthetype(+A,#A,#B,+B,+C,#C)showninFig.1.
Weemploypairsofreflectionstoinsurethatthetransmitted

beamisdirectedintotheforwarddirectionindependentof
energyalignment.Thebulkofthemonochromatizationis
performedbythesecondpairofreflectionsdenotedby‘B’,
whicharesiliconcrystalreflectionswithalargeBraggangle
(!83()andanintrinsicallynarrowenergyacceptance.These
tworeflectionsareformedfromopposingparallelsurfaces
withinamonolithicblockofcrystallinesilicon.Thus,theyhave
reciprocalasymmetryparameters(b3=b4

#1).Thediffracting
surfacesarecutasymmetricallytoreducetheirenergy
acceptancetoapproximately1meVwhenthesiliconiscooled
to123K.Theactualchoicefortheasymmetryparameterfor
thispairofreflectionsisobtainedfromsimulations,butan
approximatevaluecanbeobtainedfrom

b3¼
E

!E
DB"B

"#2

¼ðb4Þ
#1;ð2Þ

whereEistheX-rayenergy,!Eisthedesiredenergyband-
width,andDBand"BaretheDarwinwidthandBraggangle
ofthereflectiondenotedby‘B’,respectively.Thisexpression
assumesthebeamdivergenceincidentonthefirst‘B’crystalis
reducedtoavaluesmallcomparedwithDB=

ffiffiffiffiffi
b3

p
.Notethat

bychoosingtheappropriateasymmetryparameteronecan
achieveenergybandwidthsthataresmallerorlargerthanthe
intrinsicenergybandwidthofthecrystalreflection.

Operatingthiscrystalpairat123K,whichcorrespondsto
thezero-thermal-expansiontemperatureinsilicon(Toulou-
kianetal.,1977),offerssignificantadvantagesintermsof
efficiencyandstability(Toellner,2000).Onlythesecondpair
ofcrystalreflectionsiscooledinaspeciallydesignedlow-
vibrationcryostat(Toellneretal.,2006).Unlikeearliercryo-
statversions,thecurrentdesignincorporatesamechanical
pumptoflowtheheliumcoolinggasthroughthecryostatand
throughaheatexchangerimmersedinaliquid-nitrogenbath
inaclosedcycle.Pump-inducedpulsationswithinthegas
streamthatmaycausevibrationswithinthecryostatare
suppressedbytheuseofpulsationdampeners.

Thesmallenergyacceptanceofthispairisaccompaniedby
anarrowangularacceptanceandthisnecessitatestheneedfor
precedingcollimationthatreducestheangulardivergenceof
theincidentsynchrotronradiation.Thisisachievedbythefirst
pairofreflectionsdenotedby‘A’,whicharelow-Bragg-angle
("B<10()siliconcrystalreflectionscutasymmetricallyso
theyhaveacollimatingeffectonthediffractedsynchrotron
radiation.Bothreflectingcrystalsaremountedonaweak-link
mechanicalassembly(Shuetal.,2001)toallowthemtoshare
thesamerotationaxis.Unlikethepreviouslypublishedweak-
linkassembly,thecurrentversionusesastepper-motor-driven
micrometerheadinserieswithapiezo-actuatortoallow
coarseandfineadjustments,respectively.Byusingtwo
reflectionstocarryoutthedivergencereduction,itispossible
touseveryhighreflectivityreflectionswithmodestasymmetry
angles,thusproducingaveryefficientbeamcollimator
(Kikuta&Kohra,1970;Matsushitaetal.,1971).Forboth
monochromatorsthefirstpairofreflectionscombineto
collimatethesynchrotronradiationbyafactorof!45.This
reducesthebeamdivergenceofthesynchrotronradiationto
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Figure1
Designofasix-reflectioncryogenicallystabilizedhigh-resolution
monochromator.A,BandCrefertocrystal-reflectionpairsdescribed
inthetext.Crystal-reflectionpairBiscooledto123K,whileAandCare
maintainedatroomtemperature.
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2.Design

TheprincipalproblemwithdesigninganefficientHRM
withoutusinganear-backBraggreflectionresidesinthe
mismatchbetweentheangulardivergenceofcurrentlyavail-
ablesynchrotronradiationsourcesandtheintrinsicangular
acceptanceofsmall-energy-widthcrystalreflections.For
multicrystalmonochromators,onecantakeadvantageof
asymmetricallycut(non-zeroanglebetweensurfacenormal
andlatticevector)crystalstotailortheangularacceptanceof
crystalreflectionsandthedivergenceofdiffractedX-rays
(Renninger,1961;Kohra,1962)toincreaseefficiencyand
improveenergyresolutionofmeV-bandwidthmono-
chromators(Ishikawaetal.,1992;Toellneretal.,1992).
Selectionofthecrystallatticereflections(Hi)andtheasym-
metryangles(!i)touseaspartofaHRMthatachieves
maximalefficiencyisguidedbythedesiredenergybandwidth
(inourcase,!1meV)andpracticallimitationssuchascrystal
size.Forthepresentdesigns,diffractionfootprintsarelimited
tobelessthan6cm.OptimalX-raytransmissionisachieved
byrequiringthatmonochromaticraysdiffractingfromany
crystalarediffractedfromallsubsequentcrystals.This
requirementleadstoconstraintsonangularacceptancesof
crystalreflectionsandthusguidesthechoiceoflattice
reflectionsandasymmetryangles.Theseconstraintscanbe
expressedasasetofmatchingconditions

Diffiffiffiffi
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p"bi#1$bi#2$$$$$b1$min!o;
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"#
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whereDiistheintrinsicDarwinwidthandbi=sinð"iþ!iÞ/
sinð"i#!iÞistheasymmetryparameterfortheithreflection.
!oistheincidentbeamdivergenceformonochromaticrays.
Satisfyingthesematchingconditionswhileobtainingthe
desiredenergybandwidthformsthebasisforthemono-
chromatordesign.

WeconstructedtwoHRMsbaseduponasix-reflection
designofthetype(+A,#A,#B,+B,+C,#C)showninFig.1.
Weemploypairsofreflectionstoinsurethatthetransmitted

beamisdirectedintotheforwarddirectionindependentof
energyalignment.Thebulkofthemonochromatizationis
performedbythesecondpairofreflectionsdenotedby‘B’,
whicharesiliconcrystalreflectionswithalargeBraggangle
(!83()andanintrinsicallynarrowenergyacceptance.These
tworeflectionsareformedfromopposingparallelsurfaces
withinamonolithicblockofcrystallinesilicon.Thus,theyhave
reciprocalasymmetryparameters(b3=b4

#1).Thediffracting
surfacesarecutasymmetricallytoreducetheirenergy
acceptancetoapproximately1meVwhenthesiliconiscooled
to123K.Theactualchoicefortheasymmetryparameterfor
thispairofreflectionsisobtainedfromsimulations,butan
approximatevaluecanbeobtainedfrom

b3¼
E

!E
DB"B
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¼ðb4Þ
#1;ð2Þ

whereEistheX-rayenergy,!Eisthedesiredenergyband-
width,andDBand"BaretheDarwinwidthandBraggangle
ofthereflectiondenotedby‘B’,respectively.Thisexpression
assumesthebeamdivergenceincidentonthefirst‘B’crystalis
reducedtoavaluesmallcomparedwithDB=

ffiffiffiffiffi
b3

p
.Notethat

bychoosingtheappropriateasymmetryparameteronecan
achieveenergybandwidthsthataresmallerorlargerthanthe
intrinsicenergybandwidthofthecrystalreflection.

Operatingthiscrystalpairat123K,whichcorrespondsto
thezero-thermal-expansiontemperatureinsilicon(Toulou-
kianetal.,1977),offerssignificantadvantagesintermsof
efficiencyandstability(Toellner,2000).Onlythesecondpair
ofcrystalreflectionsiscooledinaspeciallydesignedlow-
vibrationcryostat(Toellneretal.,2006).Unlikeearliercryo-
statversions,thecurrentdesignincorporatesamechanical
pumptoflowtheheliumcoolinggasthroughthecryostatand
throughaheatexchangerimmersedinaliquid-nitrogenbath
inaclosedcycle.Pump-inducedpulsationswithinthegas
streamthatmaycausevibrationswithinthecryostatare
suppressedbytheuseofpulsationdampeners.

Thesmallenergyacceptanceofthispairisaccompaniedby
anarrowangularacceptanceandthisnecessitatestheneedfor
precedingcollimationthatreducestheangulardivergenceof
theincidentsynchrotronradiation.Thisisachievedbythefirst
pairofreflectionsdenotedby‘A’,whicharelow-Bragg-angle
("B<10()siliconcrystalreflectionscutasymmetricallyso
theyhaveacollimatingeffectonthediffractedsynchrotron
radiation.Bothreflectingcrystalsaremountedonaweak-link
mechanicalassembly(Shuetal.,2001)toallowthemtoshare
thesamerotationaxis.Unlikethepreviouslypublishedweak-
linkassembly,thecurrentversionusesastepper-motor-driven
micrometerheadinserieswithapiezo-actuatortoallow
coarseandfineadjustments,respectively.Byusingtwo
reflectionstocarryoutthedivergencereduction,itispossible
touseveryhighreflectivityreflectionswithmodestasymmetry
angles,thusproducingaveryefficientbeamcollimator
(Kikuta&Kohra,1970;Matsushitaetal.,1971).Forboth
monochromatorsthefirstpairofreflectionscombineto
collimatethesynchrotronradiationbyafactorof!45.This
reducesthebeamdivergenceofthesynchrotronradiationto
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Figure1
Designofasix-reflectioncryogenicallystabilizedhigh-resolution
monochromator.A,BandCrefertocrystal-reflectionpairsdescribed
inthetext.Crystal-reflectionpairBiscooledto123K,whileAandCare
maintainedatroomtemperature.
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nuclearresonantscatteringmeasurementsfrommaterials
containing119Sn.

2.Design

TheprincipalproblemwithdesigninganefficientHRM
withoutusinganear-backBraggreflectionresidesinthe
mismatchbetweentheangulardivergenceofcurrentlyavail-
ablesynchrotronradiationsourcesandtheintrinsicangular
acceptanceofsmall-energy-widthcrystalreflections.For
multicrystalmonochromators,onecantakeadvantageof
asymmetricallycut(non-zeroanglebetweensurfacenormal
andlatticevector)crystalstotailortheangularacceptanceof
crystalreflectionsandthedivergenceofdiffractedX-rays
(Renninger,1961;Kohra,1962)toincreaseefficiencyand
improveenergyresolutionofmeV-bandwidthmono-
chromators(Ishikawaetal.,1992;Toellneretal.,1992).
Selectionofthecrystallatticereflections(Hi)andtheasym-
metryangles(!i)touseaspartofaHRMthatachieves
maximalefficiencyisguidedbythedesiredenergybandwidth
(inourcase,!1meV)andpracticallimitationssuchascrystal
size.Forthepresentdesigns,diffractionfootprintsarelimited
tobelessthan6cm.OptimalX-raytransmissionisachieved
byrequiringthatmonochromaticraysdiffractingfromany
crystalarediffractedfromallsubsequentcrystals.This
requirementleadstoconstraintsonangularacceptancesof
crystalreflectionsandthusguidesthechoiceoflattice
reflectionsandasymmetryangles.Theseconstraintscanbe
expressedasasetofmatchingconditions

Diffiffiffiffi
bi

p"bi#1$bi#2$$$$$b1$min!o;
D1ffiffiffiffiffi
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whereDiistheintrinsicDarwinwidthandbi=sinð"iþ!iÞ/
sinð"i#!iÞistheasymmetryparameterfortheithreflection.
!oistheincidentbeamdivergenceformonochromaticrays.
Satisfyingthesematchingconditionswhileobtainingthe
desiredenergybandwidthformsthebasisforthemono-
chromatordesign.

WeconstructedtwoHRMsbaseduponasix-reflection
designofthetype(+A,#A,#B,+B,+C,#C)showninFig.1.
Weemploypairsofreflectionstoinsurethatthetransmitted

beamisdirectedintotheforwarddirectionindependentof
energyalignment.Thebulkofthemonochromatizationis
performedbythesecondpairofreflectionsdenotedby‘B’,
whicharesiliconcrystalreflectionswithalargeBraggangle
(!83()andanintrinsicallynarrowenergyacceptance.These
tworeflectionsareformedfromopposingparallelsurfaces
withinamonolithicblockofcrystallinesilicon.Thus,theyhave
reciprocalasymmetryparameters(b3=b4

#1).Thediffracting
surfacesarecutasymmetricallytoreducetheirenergy
acceptancetoapproximately1meVwhenthesiliconiscooled
to123K.Theactualchoicefortheasymmetryparameterfor
thispairofreflectionsisobtainedfromsimulations,butan
approximatevaluecanbeobtainedfrom

b3¼
E

!E
DB"B

"#2

¼ðb4Þ
#1;ð2Þ

whereEistheX-rayenergy,!Eisthedesiredenergyband-
width,andDBand"BaretheDarwinwidthandBraggangle
ofthereflectiondenotedby‘B’,respectively.Thisexpression
assumesthebeamdivergenceincidentonthefirst‘B’crystalis
reducedtoavaluesmallcomparedwithDB=

ffiffiffiffiffi
b3

p
.Notethat

bychoosingtheappropriateasymmetryparameteronecan
achieveenergybandwidthsthataresmallerorlargerthanthe
intrinsicenergybandwidthofthecrystalreflection.

Operatingthiscrystalpairat123K,whichcorrespondsto
thezero-thermal-expansiontemperatureinsilicon(Toulou-
kianetal.,1977),offerssignificantadvantagesintermsof
efficiencyandstability(Toellner,2000).Onlythesecondpair
ofcrystalreflectionsiscooledinaspeciallydesignedlow-
vibrationcryostat(Toellneretal.,2006).Unlikeearliercryo-
statversions,thecurrentdesignincorporatesamechanical
pumptoflowtheheliumcoolinggasthroughthecryostatand
throughaheatexchangerimmersedinaliquid-nitrogenbath
inaclosedcycle.Pump-inducedpulsationswithinthegas
streamthatmaycausevibrationswithinthecryostatare
suppressedbytheuseofpulsationdampeners.

Thesmallenergyacceptanceofthispairisaccompaniedby
anarrowangularacceptanceandthisnecessitatestheneedfor
precedingcollimationthatreducestheangulardivergenceof
theincidentsynchrotronradiation.Thisisachievedbythefirst
pairofreflectionsdenotedby‘A’,whicharelow-Bragg-angle
("B<10()siliconcrystalreflectionscutasymmetricallyso
theyhaveacollimatingeffectonthediffractedsynchrotron
radiation.Bothreflectingcrystalsaremountedonaweak-link
mechanicalassembly(Shuetal.,2001)toallowthemtoshare
thesamerotationaxis.Unlikethepreviouslypublishedweak-
linkassembly,thecurrentversionusesastepper-motor-driven
micrometerheadinserieswithapiezo-actuatortoallow
coarseandfineadjustments,respectively.Byusingtwo
reflectionstocarryoutthedivergencereduction,itispossible
touseveryhighreflectivityreflectionswithmodestasymmetry
angles,thusproducingaveryefficientbeamcollimator
(Kikuta&Kohra,1970;Matsushitaetal.,1971).Forboth
monochromatorsthefirstpairofreflectionscombineto
collimatethesynchrotronradiationbyafactorof!45.This
reducesthebeamdivergenceofthesynchrotronradiationto
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Figure1
Designofasix-reflectioncryogenicallystabilizedhigh-resolution
monochromator.A,BandCrefertocrystal-reflectionpairsdescribed
inthetext.Crystal-reflectionpairBiscooledto123K,whileAandCare
maintainedatroomtemperature.
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0.69

Si 15,11,9 Si 2,2,0Si 15,11,9 Si 2,2,0

Ff = Fi
If

Ii

ΔE

E
1000, Fi = 4 × 1014

photons

s 0.1 % BW
, ΔE = 10 eV, E = 23725 eV

Ff = Fi
If

Ii

ΔE

E
1000, Fi = 4 × 1014

photons

s 0.1 % BW
, ΔE = 10 meV, E = 23725 eV

ϵ (keV) = 0.95
E2 (GeV)

1 + kx2 + ky2  2

1

λu (cm)

RP: 23,725,000


